Eukaryotic DNA replication is controlled by a 2-step mechanism, which is crucial for genome stability. In the first step, during late M-phase of the cell cycle, the core of replicative helicase becomes loaded onto DNA and in the second step, during the G1-S transition, the helicase holo-enzyme becomes assembled and activated. Crucially, helicase loading is inhibited during S-phase, so that DNA can be only replicated once. A consequence of this regulatory principle is that the loading of the replicative DNA helicase and its activation needs to be very efficient, since no helicase reloading can occur once DNA replication has initiated. The minichromosome-maintenance proteins 2-7 (MCM2-7) form the core of the helicase. The hexameric MCM2-7 proteins associate at replication origins with the origin-recognition complex (ORC), Cdc6 and Cdt1 to form a pre-replicative complex (pre-RC) 1 . During pre-RC formation, two MCM2-7 hexamers become loaded into a double-hexamer encircling doublestranded DNA. This reaction occurs in a step-wise manner, with the initial formation of an ORC/Cdc6/Cdt1/MCM2-7 (OCCM) complex, ATP-hydrolysis dependent Cdt1 release, which is followed by the ORC/Cdc6/MCM2-7 (OCM) dependent recruitment of a second MCM2-7 hexamer 2 . To understand the process of helicase loading, one has to consider that this reaction must involve an opening of the MCM2-7 complex and insertion of the DNA, before the ring closes around the DNA. The structural organisation of the MCM2-7 is crucial in this context. Moreover, at which point during the multi-step assembly reaction DNA is inserted into the MCM2-7 ring, and what interface of MCM2-7 represents the DNA entry gate for helicase loading, are crucial questions that need to be addressed to understand the mechanical alterations in the core-helicase during DNA loading.
The structural basis of MCM2-7 and its organisation has been unclear for the longest time. If MCM2-7 would be organised in an open ring (spiral) 3 , then ORC, Cdc6 and Cdt1 independent helicase loading could occur, which could lead to DNA re-replication and genome instability. Alternatively, MCM2-7 could be organised as a closed ring 4, 5 , which would facilitate regulated helicase loading, but current knowledge is insufficient to proof a ring shaped structure. To contribute to the resolution of this important question we recently investigated the organisation of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae MCM2-7 complex by electron microscopy (EM) 6 . Our three-dimensional reconstruction of the EM images revealed that the complex adopts a closed ring-shape, arguing for regulated MCM2-7 loading onto DNA. To address the all-important helicase opening mechanism, in particular to identify the subunits that serve as the DNA entry gate, we engineered a small-molecule dependent linkage between Up to now, it has not been known how DNA insertion is coordinated with MCM2-7 double-hexamer formation. Initial models suggested that this is a concerted reaction. Then a cryo-EM structure of the OCCM complex 7 hinted the presence of DNA inside this early pre-RC intermediate. We wanted to resolve this issue by asking if MCM2-7 already encircles DNA when the OCCM is formed. We performed high salt washes of the OCCM complex and observed that the small molecule induced linkage specifically stabilised a hexameric MCM2-7 complex on DNA, while ORC, Cdc6 and Cdt1 were washed away. Therefore our experiment proved that helicase loading onto DNA occurs already at the stage of OCCM formation -very early during pre-RC formation. Consequently, eukaryotic helicase loading could function similar to bacterial helicase loading, as both helicases are loaded as single-hexamers onto DNA. Indeed, it is known that in some bacteria the replication factor DnaC acts as a DnaB helicase ring breaker by adopting a spiral shape, which forces the opening of the hexameric DnaB complex. The recent cryo-EM structure of the OCCM provided some evidence for a related mechanism, as ORC/Cdc6 also adopt a spiral shape, but more work will be required until we fully understand the mechanism of MCM2-7 ring opening. What is clear now is that helicase loading occurs through a unique DNA entry gate -Mcm2 and Mcm5. This fits with biochemical evidence, which showed that this interface becomes destabilised in the absence of ATP 5 . Whether this or another interface functions as the DNA exit gate during helicase activation or MCM2-7 de-loading is an open question that we are eager to address.
In summary, our recent publication describes critical mechanisms that together detail crucial structural and mechanical principles in helicase loading and reveal important similarities between bacteria and eukaryotes. Nevertheless, the eukaryotic hetero-hexameric helicase structure offers a multitude of regulatory, functional and structural opportunities, 
